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1. NFT’s
1.1 How/where does an NFT get sold.
Before reaching for your debit card, it is important to understand that NFTs are purchased
with cryptocurrency. Most of the transactions on OpenSea, the preeminent marketplace,
are done with Ethereum and a cryptocurrency wallet is necessary to participate. Current
competitors to OpenSea include SuperRare, Nifty Gateway, and Rarible. Two common
cryptocurrency wallet options are Coinbase Wallet and MetaMask.
Get started by visiting the OpenSea login page and connecting your crypto wallet. Visit
your Profile where collected NFTs can be seen by members of the community. Profile
pages track your favorite NFTs and marketplace activity.
Now you’re prepared to browse through the marketplace and potentially make a purchase.
Certain listings will feature a Buy Now option, while others allow you to place an offer to
the owner. If you click Make Offer, choose the amount you are willing to pay and an
expiration date. After the exchange is complete, the NFT is transferred into your wallet and
appears under the Collected tab on your profile page. OpenSea takes a 2.5 percent cut
from every marketplace transaction.
To put an existing NFT on the market, go to your Profile and click on the desired NFT. Then
select the blue Sell button at the top right of the screen. Pick Fixed Price if you would like
to sell it for a specific amount, or pick Timed Auction if you want people to bid on your
NFT.
OpenSea charges an account initialization fee for your first listing. Ethereum transactions
incur something called a “gas fee.” If a seller accepts an offer made on an NFT, then they
pay the gas fee. For fixed price sales, the buyer is responsible for the extra cost.

Rogers, R. (2022, February 14). How to buy and sell NFTS (if you must). Wired. Retrieved June 1, 2022,
from https://www.wired.com/story/how-to-buy-sell-nfts/

1.2 What does it cost to mind an NFT?
What is NFT Minting?
NFT Minting refers to a process where you integrate your digital content or art into a
blockchain. Examples of blockchains that support the NFT token standard are Polkadot,
WAX, Ethereum, Tron, Cosmos, Tezos, EOS, Flow, and Binance Smart Chain.
The way NFTs are minted works similarly to that of metal coins before they are pumped
into circulation. Minting an NFT converts the content into a digital asset that can be bought
and sold using cryptocurrencies on NFT marketplaces.

What Exactly Is NFT Minting
Artists and creators can also schedule royalties on their NFTs during the minting process.
This means the creator would get paid a pre-agreed commission from every subsequent
sale of the NFT.
Now you have an idea of what it means to mint an NFT. Let’s look at a breakdown of the
expected cost of minting an NFT.

What Are the Costs Associated With NFTs?
Before proceeding to mint your NFT, you should know that the blockchain you choose to
can have a huge impact on the cost of production. Other factors that contribute to the
minting cost include the time you’re minting (nighttime is better, less traffic) and the floor
price or secondary market value. So, consider this before proceeding with the creation.
Some of the most likely fees that you’ll be charged when minting NFTs include:
-

Gas fees: Most blockchains would require at least one transaction on the network
for minting operations. You’ll be charged gas fees for this transaction.
Account fees: Varies and depends on your choice of NFT marketplace.
Listing fee: While there is some platform that allows creators to mint NFTs for free,
listing them for sale on their marketplace would cost you a fee.

How Much Does NFT Minting Cost
How much does it cost to mint an NFT? Over the years, NFTs have developed a range of
use cases from virtual worlds to audio files and art. This development has resulted in the
volatility of the cost of creating or minting NFTs. And the fluctuating prices have been a
matter of debate among NFT artists.

On average, the cost of minting a standard NFT can fall anywhere between $1 to $1,000.
And could be even more, which is different from marketing an NFT.
You can find popular NFT wallets charge between $70 and $120 to open an account.
There are also free options you can explore. Conduct thorough research about the
platform you want to use. Weigh the pros and cons carefully and then decide if it’s up to
your expectations. If not, look online for other alternatives.
An ideal platform would be safe and secure for transacting, easy to use, and intuitive
enough to make the creation process as fast and seamless as possible.

Why Is the Cost of Minting So Volatile?
Ethereum charges a price to process transactions and create contracts on the blockchain,
which they refer to as the “gas fee” – a fee that is directly delivered to the miners who
provide the computational power required to verify transactions in the first place.
In essence, you’re paying for the computer processing power — the electricity — that the
blockchain requires to create the NFT. You’ll want to keep a small amount of ETH in your
crypto wallet that holds your NFT to cover the “gas fee,” particularly if you’re going to be
revising prices, listing pieces for sale, and generally trading with these collectibles.
Calculating the precise amount of the ETH gas fee is a bit of a guessing game until the
actual “gas bill” is due. (Typically, a speed option is available. It is more expensive to have
your NFT minted rapidly, but if you have patience, you can choose the slower, more
economical option.
That’s because, while the amount of gas necessary to perform successful transactions on
the Ethereum blockchain is fixed, the price of each bit of gas can fluctuate dramatically
from moment to moment – even more so when the Ethereum blockchain becomes
congested or there is a lot of activity.
Combine that with the fact that NFTs are a significantly more involved transaction on the
blockchain, requiring significantly more processing power and “gas,” and this is definitely
something to keep an eye on.

Lazy Minting: A Free Alternative to Minting NFTs
In simple terms, lazy minting is a method where NFT creators and artists are allowed to
postpone the costs of minting. Here, the actual minting process is skipped and only
carried out after the sale of the NFT.
This means the cost of minting the NFT is covered by the buyer and not the creator. For
this strategy to be effective, you’ll have to ensure the selling price of the NFT is higher than
the minting cost.

Since the NFTs are minted only after purchase, there would be a reduced need for
computational power — as not all NFTs ever get sold. Most popular NFT marketplaces also
provide exposure for NFT creators and digital artists by offering free minting solutions.
As per Slate, the average cost of minting an NFT on Ethereum is around $1-$1000.
However,users can mint NFTs for free if they decide to mint their none fungible tokens via
Polygon blockchain.

Cost of NFT Minting Conclusion
Minting NFTs for free has its peaks and downsides. Make sure to do your research. There
are many NFT wallets and marketplaces that allow creators and artists to create NFTs and
store them for down-to-earth prices.
According to some surveys, Ethereum’s gas prices are lowest on Saturdays and Sundays.
Because the network is most congested in the middle of the week, gas prices are often
greatest on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
More importantly, knowing how to market your NFT the right way is very crucial to the
success of the artwork.

Rogers, R. (2022, February 14). How to buy and sell NFTS (if you must). Wired. Retrieved June 1, 2022,
from https://www.wired.com/story/how-to-buy-sell-nfts/

1.3 What are popular NFT’s?
This is the top 10 of all time on OpenSea the biggest marketplace for NTF’s.

I am going to show the top 3 of the NFT marketplace.
#1 CryptoPunks
#2 Bored Ape Yacht Club
#3 Mutant Ape Yacht Club.

CryptoPunks #1

CryptoPunks launched as a fixed set of 10,000 items in mid-2017 and became one of the
inspirations for the ERC-721 standard. They have been featured in places like The New York
Times, Christie’s of London, Art|Basel Miami, and The PBS NewsHour.

Bored Ape Yacht Club #2

The Bored Ape Yacht Club is a collection of 10,000 unique Bored Ape NFTs— unique
digital collectibles living on the Ethereum blockchain. Your Bored Ape doubles as your
Yacht Club membership card, and grants access to members-only benefits, the first of
which is access to THE BATHROOM, a collaborative graffiti board. Future areas and perks
can be unlocked by the community through roadmap activation. Visit
www.BoredApeYachtClub.com for more details.

Mutant Ape Yacht Club 3#

The MUTANT APE YACHT CLUB is a collection of up to 20,000 Mutant Apes that can only
be created by exposing an existing Bored Ape to a vial of MUTANT SERUM or by minting a
Mutant Ape in the public sale.

OpenSea. (n.d.). OpenSea, the largest NFT Marketplace. OpenSea. Retrieved June 1, 2022, from
https://opensea.io/

1.4 Can NFT’s be used in the metaverse?
What are NFTs in the Metaverse?
NFTs are non-fungible tokens that represent someone’s ownership of digital assets such as
social media posts, digital art, painting, signature, and so on. In addition to tokenizing the
intangible or digital content, NFT can also represent the tokenized version of real-world
assets, including land and building.
Non-fungible tokens and the underlying technology of NFTs play a crucial role in
developing the Metaverse. NFTs exist on the blockchain, which was initially useful to trade
digital assets, and now it has diverse use cases. If we demonstrate the role of NFTs within
the digital environment of the Metaverse, NFTs integrate with existing VR and AR
technology and thus regulate the whole space.
It means that NFTs in the Metaverse can represent ownership for anything, including ingame assets, virtual avatars, and real estate properties (digital version). Similarly,
Metaverse-based NFT marketplace allows the user’s avatars to explore the marketplace,
take a closer look at the digital products, and choose the product of their choice.
Like every other innovation, the Metaverse is also undergoing various experiments, and
many organizations are trying to launch new-age projects by leveraging the underlying
technology of Metaverse. In this regard, let’s explore the Metaverse world and understand
how it transforms the digital world.

How does NFT work in the Metaverse?
NFTs work in the Metaverse as real-world objects work in the existing universe. Simply put,
NFTs are the key component of the emerging Metaverse where viability heavily relies on
the tokenization of assets.
Every Metaverse project, gaming or enterprise, has to blend NFTs and Metaverse to utilize
their combined benefits. Some tech experts even consider Metaverse and NFTs
corresponding with each other.NFTs have multiple utilities in the Metaverse. From granting
ownership of assets to powering interoperable blockchain games, the role of NFTs is
integral.
NFT technology is essential to grant true digital ownership to the asset owner. However,
the major reason NFTs are so popular in the Metaverse is their viability in blockchain
games. Interoperable games drive the development of gaming Metaverse by
complimenting the virtual world. A further role of NFTs in the Metaverse includes:-

Metaverse provides users access to their digital avatars (the replication of real-life
identities) through NFTs. Every avatar is tokenized to prove ownership for the respective
character.
Events held in the Metaverse, like music concerts and live events, use NFT ticketing
technology to distribute tickets to the desired audiences.
Trading in-game collectibles and accessories like skin, armors, and tanks are bought and
sold using the NFT system to provide ownership and transfer it for trading in the secondary
market.

How do NFTs shape the future of Metaverse?
NFTs can transform the way users interact with traditional social media paradigms and
socialize with each other. Let’s figure out how NFTs can disrupt the existing digital world:A fair and transparent economy
Metaverse allows businesses and users to replicate and port real-world assets into the
Metaverse’s decentralized virtual space. One prevalent means of integrating more digital
assets on the Metaverse is play-to-earn games. Such games drive engagement among the
players and empower them by providing benefits like in-game lending and trade activities.
With NFTs, players can participate in play-to-earn games and earn their contributions. Most
of these games involve guilds that act as intermediaries to purchase gaming assets,
collectibles, land, and other properties. The responsibilities of guilds also include funding
the players who ran out of capital.
This helps promote a transparent and fair economy as anyone can join play-to-earn games
and earn yield even when they are just starting with zero capital in hand.
Next-generation of social experiences
Metaverse is here to redefine existing social experiences, and NFTs play a crucial role.
Holding unique NFT avatars, users can prove their identity among various avatars available
in the virtual space. Brands can use their NFT avatars to interact with targeted audiences,
discuss the perspectives of their projects with like-minded people, and thus solve many
problems.
Owing to the NFT avatars, social media users can meet the avatar of their connection or
social media friend rather than having a text-based chat or video call. Since NFTs have
non-fungible properties, each NFT avatar is unique and has a real-world identity. Plus, users
have complete freedom to design and curate their personalized virtual avatars on the
Metaverse.

Virtual real estate trends
Users can also buy virtual properties in the Metaverse like the real world. The underlying
blockchain technology and NFTs let users hold ownership and develop virtual real estate
based on their choice. Users have the freedom to buy and sell these virtual properties and
rent them for passive income.
Moreover, they can build different structures such as online stores on the virtual land and
utilize these spaces to host social events. Decentraland is one of the best practical
examples of how virtual products are auctioned in NFTs. The idea of virtual real estate has
attracted many industries as it enables the selling of tickets and merchandise online.

How can businesses leverage NFTs in the Metaverse?
There are many ways businesses can leverage NFTs. Physical boundaries no longer bound
any enterprise as Metaverse provides them with a virtual world with no the physical world’s
limitations. Below are the top three ways NFTs can benefit businesses.
Trading Virtual products
NFT trading in the Metaverse is prevailing. This virtual product can either be the digital
representation of a real product or a ‘unique’ product that exists only virtually, like tweets
and png images. Even though these products do not physically exist, people spend huge
real money buying them.
In the realm of the Metaverse, people owning virtual products gains similar benefits to
buying one in real life. Like, it’s not surprising if you see someone spending thousands of
dollars to drive a high-end racing car to win a race. Not just buying, the avatars in the
Metaverse interact with each other to discuss deals and buy/sell assets via NFTs. Hence,
NFTs serves as a crucial component for trade and exchange-related activities for the
Metaverse.
Reaching Worldwide audience
Long before the NFTs were popular, few brands could forecast its immense benefit and
started NFT technology to boost their brand. When everyone understands the scope of
Metaverse and NFTs, worldwide companies are using virtual products and NFTs to reach a
wider audience.
The gaming industry is the early adopter of NFT technology, and it holds the potential to
attract younger audiences more than any blockbuster movie or sports broadcast.
Nowadays, even popular brands sell the digital version of their product before the real
product is introduced in the market. This way, NFTs help brands to gain popularity among
potential audiences and effectively engage them.

Easy transfer of ownership
NFT has evolved much with widespread real-world use cases across major industries. They
are no longer used just to buy and sell digital assets, but luxury fashion brands started
promoting their product and services by distributing relevant NFTs.
The exact scenario appears inside the Metaverse where brands launch their NFTs and
people invest in them. Also, the transfer of ownership is regulated through NFT technology
so that immutability remains there. For gaming, NFTs acts as easy means to trade gaming
collectibles while retaining original ownership of these assets.
Maintaining digital scarcity
Counterfeiting is one of the biggest problems for many industries. Even big brands
struggle to maintain the value of their products, knowing that they can be counterfeited
and sold at cheaper prices. In the real world, details of the product and design specificities
separate replicas from the original product, but how can scarcity be maintained in the
virtual world? That’s where NFTs helps.
NFTs are powered by blockchain and its non-fungible, which offer immutability in records
and unique ownership features. Products, be it avatar or digital asset, once tokenized with
NFT, cannot be replicated even though virtual products are easy to replicate. Without
digital scarcity, it’s hard to seek survival in the Metaverse as anyone can counterfeit
products and damage the whole system.

Conclusion
Metaverse is currently in its early stage, and its horizon is constantly expanding with big
corporations investing in this technology and launching various feasible use cases. We
frequently hear about unique Metaverse projects being launched with distinctive
attributes. It signifies the coming version of the Metaverse, which must be much more
advanced than the Metaverse we explore today.
Of course, the evolution of virtual reality, increasing accessibility of the internet, and the
mass option of blockchain technology will complement the Metaverse, helping it cater to
the rising trends in demand. However, we all look forward to living in the decentralized
interoperable Metaverse and utilizing its benefits. Let’s brace ourselves to experience the
fantastic possibilities that Metaverse is yet to bring for all of us.
M. (2022, May 4). Metaverse And Its Link With NFTs. LeewayHertz - Software Development Company.
https://www.leewayhertz.com/metaverse-and-nfts/

1.5 What people do buy NFT’s?
The type of people who buy NFTs are collectors, investors, flippers, fans, and folks all
around the world. From celebrities such as Gary Vee, Jay-Z, and Mark Cuban—to your
everyday working-class citizen. If you enjoy purchasing from your favorite brands and
supporting different communities, then you may be someone who would enjoy buying an
NFT.
If you thought collecting digital goods was just for nerds and the elite, you’re wrong. If you
or someone you know has ever bought a digital item in a video game such as clothing or
other upgrades, then it’s easy to understand why someone may want to buy a nonfungible token.
Aside from the potential monetary benefit from buying and selling digital collectibles, just
about anyone may be interested in picking up their very own NFT for their own reasons.
This leads us to the next question.
There are countless reasons you may want to buy an NFT, here are some of the main
reasons:
-

Brand Perks
Collectability
Community Support
Entertainment/Utility
Exclusivity
Investment Opportunities
Likeability

Brand Perks
Attaining an NFT from your favorite brand may include some really cool perks. Benefits
may include discounts, air-drops, merch drops, limited edition items, special invites, and
even more digital assets for your portfolio.
Investing in a brand to qualify for this type of utility may be a very wise investment. If you
are loyal to the brand you’re buying from, then you’re more likely to buy more often and
benefit from the perks, discounts, and collectability that are included in the token.
Buying an NFT from a brand is like owning a small portion of that company. You have your
money invested into their product—which you can resell for a profit on various
marketplaces. At the same time, the creators will still earn an income even with secondary
sales. This means you can reap all the benefits of owning a small portion of a brand, while
you continue to support the brand. It really is a win-win situation for both the business and
the consumer.

Collectability
Collectability is one of my favorite features when it comes to non-fungible tokens. As a kid,
I collected bars of soap, sneakers, Pokemon (in the games), and even sweat-bands. I never
bought those items with the intention of flipping them for a profit. I bought them because I
liked them for what they were.
To be honest, though, collecting on the blockchain is the best! The blockchain reveals all
this historical data of every NFT. This means that NFTs are a truly transparent way of
trading and transacting. Not only are the deals decentralized, but they are done practically
instantly with a verified signature from both the seller and the buyer—confirming the
transaction, prior to pushing any sales through.
Collectibles will always have their place in the community. Collecting has always been
something humans have done. Whether you collect rocks or collect cards, it’s always been
a way of living and NFTs are sure to keep the stride going steady.

Community Support
When you purchase an NFT you can actually help out a community you want to support.
Many non-fungible token brands may offer a certain percentage of total sales to a
donation of choice, or they may gather a set percentage of the sales earned and give that
money back to the community.
This money could be distributed back to the community based on how many NFTs one
wallet holds. For example, if you owned 50 out of only 100 NFTs, you would gain a larger
portion of the refund as opposed to someone who holds only 50.
Forget about the money for a second and imagine all the support you can receive from the
help of your community. Between social media, discord channels, and the metaverse, the
amount of support you can actually find within these communities is stunning.
Furthermore, you can support your favorite community just by simply purchasing a
brand’s asset. Putting money into a brand you trust allows them to continue to create new
products so that you may continue to support the brand.

Exclusivity/Utility
If you’re an avid NFT collector, you may come across some items which offer exclusivity
and utility to the token holder. The way this works is simple, as long as you own the token
you have exclusive rights and access to whatever is written in the contract terms within
the non-fungible token. The token may be fun and interactive within itself, or it may include
awesome perks which may allow you VIP access, interviews, and even mentorship
opportunities.

One great example of an entertainment token is Gary Vee’s NFT project—VeeFriends. In
the early years of VeeFriends, your NFT also acts as your admission to an exclusive
conference held by Gary himself, properly named Veecon. This is just an example of how
you may benefit from buying an NFT for entertainment purposes.
Purchasing an NFT solely for entertainment purposes generally means you will receive
some of the value instantly, whereas the value of collectible and investments could take
longer to see, if ever.

Investment Opportunities
Investing in digital assets such as NFTs can be really fun, but also extremely risky. With high
risk can come big rewards, however. Thousands of people are earning a profit creating
and trading NFTs every day, many people even earn a full-time income buying and selling
digital assets.
There are various ways you can invest money into NFTS and make a nice profit. Buying low
and flipping assets for a higher price is one of the most common ways to earn money with
NFTs. Another way of investing is by looking into long-term investment opportunities.
Long-term investment opportunities are abundant, mainly because there are many new
businesses and brands being built with NFTs as their foundation. Not only does this mean
you have the chance to invest early in a start-up, but you can earn a huge profit in the
future once the brand builds a solid reputation and becomes a staple in the community.
No matter how you choose to invest your money into these tokens—you need to
remember that it is extremely risky. Ensuring you have done adequate research and that
you thoroughly enjoy the brand is an important factor when deciding if an NFT is worth the
investment.

A. (2022a, March 20). Who Buys NFTs and Why You May Want To. Cyber Scrilla.
https://cyberscrilla.com/who-buys-nfts-and-why-you-may-want-to/

2. How can trees be saved with digital artworks?
2.1 How can u marketing an NFT?
An effective way of marketing your NFT is to create a community that supports your idea.
You can have this community on various social media platforms, such as Twitter,
Facebook, Reddit, Telegram, and Discord. Once you’ve your community, you should
explain to it why your NFT is essential and how your piece can benefit the audience.
Through an NFT group, you can enhance brand trust by responding to queries from the
community. And this is an effective NFT marketing strategy as it portrays you as a thought
leader in the market.
Community building is a daunting task that requires an NFT marketing agency. Such a
marketer can help you identify the right audience, create a vision, and expand your group
through various channels.

Editorial Team. (2022, May 30). How to do NFT Marketing - The Ultimate Guide with the most
effective Strategies -. TokenMinds. https://tokenminds.co/blog/nft-marketing/nft-marketing-guide/

2.2 Are there other artworks that save trees in any form of NFT’s?
MetaFarm
MetaFarm is a case study farm. Designed and built using regenerative agriculture to show
other’s how to heal their land.
Using principles from Permaculture, Natural Sequence Farming, Biodynamics, Organics
and other regenerative agriculture methods, a cattle grazing Farm in the Central West of
NSW, Australia will be completely regenerated from a wasteland, back into a productive,
profitable farm.
https://metatreesnft.com/

NFTree
The public Crown Platform blockchain ecosystem aims to become CO2 neutral to address
a core critique towards blockchain based cryptocurrencies: Their exponential electric cost.
Crown’s commitment towards an ecological blockchain is firm, and thus the cryptographic
consensus mechanism for adding blocks to the Crown blockchain is capped, unlike in
race-oriented Proof of Work systems that extract added value by progressively exploiting
natural resources.
For this reason, when neutralising the CO2 footprint of the Crown network, Crown decided
to support similar communitary and local structures. In this quest, it joined forces with the
Micorriza Association, an ecological initiative working on the ground for more than 15 years
to document, protect and strenghten biodiverse ecosystems in Spain.
The Asociación Nacional Micorriza is a non-profit organization that advocates for the
conservation and protection of the natural heritage, history, cultural values, traditions and
environmental services that are being lost in most of the rural regions of the Spanish
territory.
Together, we want to conserve and protect our ecosystems through fostering autonomy,
social progress and innovation.
NFTree has created a compensation model that can be applied at scale. Within the pilot,
Crown Platform will become the first ever CO2 neutral blockchain infrastructure that issues
CO2 certificates registered on its own ledger through its self-hosted NFT-Technology.
https://nftree.org/

Nftreehaus
NFTree Haus is here to demonstrate that creators can make the jump to web3, sustainably, and
accelerate their careers at the same time. In our genesis project we are fighting climate change by
planting a real tree for each digital NFTree sold.
Urban Planting: Planted with local community partners, our trees help clean air and water, provide
shade and cooling, and green space.
Our first release will support new plantings in North East LA.
1NFT bought = 1 Tree planted.

This is how it works. After planted the tree it will have a QR code where you will be contributed.

They use the polygon network instead of the Ethereum network because its 99% more
efficient and ensures very low power consumption. This is also inspiring me.
https://www.nftreehaus.com/

nftrees.land
The good old Christmas tree. The cozy centerpiece of your home’s holiday set up. But is it
eco-friendly? Nah, not really. In The Netherlands, about 2.7 million trees are sold each year
– and thrown out again a few weeks later. Yeah, that’s a problem. In these times of digital
worlds and web 3.0 we believe we can do better.
We are proud to introduce: NFTrees. 2700 unique, digital Christmas trees that you can
reuse year after year. Each tree is one of a kind and randomly generated. In other words:
it’s a Christmas tree NFT. An eco-friendly solution for a not so eco-friendly tradition.
For each NFTree sold, 50% will be donated to Restore Earth, an organization that helps
restore the forest. The price of an NFTree is around the price of a real one – 0.20 SOL –
and you can purchase one below.
https://www.nftrees.land/

2.3 How much does it cost Ikea/customer to plant a tree?
Plant a Tree. Clean the Air. Cool the Globe. This thought has been the driver that has
inspired IKEA US shoppers. Since June 2006, IKEA US in partnership with American
Forests, has had a national in-store 'Plant A Tree' program which asks customers to donate
$1 to plant one tree. These contributions, together with money donated by IKEA, have
resulted in raising $1.5 million dollars to plant 1.5 million trees across America.
IKEA stores across the US will thank customers for their great participation and support for
climate change during the second and third weeks of October 16. Activities will include
giving away tree seedlings and local tree plantings. The Plant A Tree program has been a
partnership between IKEA and American Forests with generous donations from IKEA
customers, as well as donations from IKEA to American Forests. Some of the IKEA
donations resulted from customer plastic bag purchases during the phase out of IKEA
plastic bags in 2008.
Trees from the Plant A Tree program have been planted in many forests across America.
Designated by American Forests for specific locations, these plantings have included
some of the following sites and amounts; 74,000 trees in the McNally Fire restoration in
California, 15,000 trees in Arizona for the Warm Fire Restoration project, and over 100,000
trees in the Lower Rio Grande in Texas.
I. (2010, 10 november). IKEA Celebrates the Planting of 1.5 Million Trees Together with American
Forests Across America. Csrwire. Geraadpleegd op 3 juni 2022, van
https://www.csrwire.com/press_releases/30834-ikea-celebrates-the-planting-of-1-5-milliontrees-together-with-american-forests-across-america

2.4 How much trees did Ikea already plant?
The partnership between IKEA and American Forests spans two decades, resulting in over
2,800,000 native trees planted across the United States. They hope to plant 10 billion
more within the next 10 years.
“We believe that the best way to minimize our climate impact and to contribute to limiting
climate change to 1.5 degrees Celsius is mainly by reducing our greenhouse gas
emissions—but we also need to remove existing carbon from the atmosphere,” Lena PrippKovac, chief sustainability officer at Inter IKEA Group, said last year.
The effort is part of IKEA’s goal of becoming climate positive by 2030. Some of the
company’s initiatives include, banning single-use plastics in all stores, sourcing wood from
sustainably-managed forests, and designing products that can be reused or recycled.
Recently, they started construction on a Vienna store that will have zero parking spaces,
encouraging customers to take public transportation.
ikea-american-forests. (2021, 28 januari). Apartmenttherapy. Geraadpleegd op 3 juni 2022, van
https://www.apartmenttherapy.com/ikea-american-forests-36710410

3. How can I create a lot of NTF’s with less possible
effort?
3.1 How can you generate easily a lot of NFT’s?
First off you create layers, and then use these layers to generate thousands of unique art
pieces, which we later use to mint 10,000 NFTs. In this article you will learn how to do this:
https://dev.to/isaaccodes2021/how-to-generate-nft-sets-with-node-js-hd1

3.2 How does my NFT look like?
My NFT is going to look something like a tree. But a tree can be made in different ways and
colors. This way I want to make the leaves a different color as the tree trunk and the
ground. This already includes 3 different layers. I also want to make an accessory for into
the tree. This makes the NFT rarer. In the next phase I will go on looking for designs.

3.3 How do people know what tree is the most valuable?
Every tree has different colors as well in the leaves, tree trunk, ground and as well the
accessory in the tree. This makes a tree common, rare or ultra-rare. For example, a golden
tree is more rare than the normal one and is less common to get.

